
The Mark of Kri – Game Overview

For Every Evil, there is a greater good
For every innocent, there is a protector

For every legend, there is a hero.

Faithfully recreating the atmosphere of classic swords and sorcery films such as “Conan the
Barbarian” and “The Beastmaster”,  The Mark of Kri is an exciting combination of combat,
strategy and stealth resulting in a truly unique title for PS2.

Developed over 2 years by SCEA’s San Diego Studio, the player is immersed into a mythical
realm where a series of dark spells have been created. One of these spells (known as the Mark
of  Kri)  had the power  to bridge the world with the world of  darkness,  an evil  spell  with no
purpose other than destruction. Before the spell could be invoked it was stolen and broken into
six separate parts. Scattered through the world in six separate locations, six different families
were entrusted with its safekeeping.

As time passed the families forgot the true meaning of the marks and mankind dismissed the
ancient warnings of the spells power. However an evil sect has begun to recover the 6 pieces of
the spell and the world again is under threat from the forces of darkness.

The player assumes the role of Rau a heroic young warrior, unmatched in skill, strength and
eager for adventure.  Joined by his spirit guide (Kuzo, the raven) Rau begins his epic adventure
assisting his local village with the removal of troublesome bandits. Rau’s reputation as a skilled
swordsman spreads outside of his local community and he is soon offered lucrative work from a
mysterious stranger, tasking him to recover an ancient scroll from a hidden tomb.

After successfully recovering the artefact, Rau soon discovers that he has been deceived, the
mysterious stranger was in fact a member of the evil  sect tasked with the recovery of the 6
pieces of the Mark of Kri – unwittingly, Rau has just provided him with one of these parts!

As the fate of the world is in the balance Rau must journey on, confronting the forces of evil in
order to recover the remaining pieces of the Mark of Kri, whilst discovering the truth about his
families dark secret.



Developer: SCEA San Diego Studio Publisher:  SCEE  Genre:  Action Adventure
Players: 1 Peripherals: Analog Controller (DUALSHOCK 2), Memory Card (8MB) (for PlayStation 2) 
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